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1

Volume II /
SECTION
VI /
S.2.
Turbines
and their
Auxiliaries

The contractor is required to conduct
the hydraulic study of the existing
parameters and Power House cut
outs and offer maximum output (with
at least 10% overload), at rated head
and above with available discharge.
The bidder should offer with
maximum output matching to existing
structure.
Each turbine shall be capable of
delivering a guaranteed output of not
less than 33.00 MW at the generator
terminal when operated at a designed
head and at rated speed of 428.6
rpm.

Please note that
33MW is
the rated load at
generator
terminal and
10% COL is
not included in
it.

We would like to mention that the bidder needs
to design the new uprated machine keeping
existing main parameters like head, discharge,
speed, GD2 and respect the dimensions of the
old cutout and existing waterways being an old
powerhouse.
We have carried out a detailed hydraulic study
keeping existing parameters same and
confirming that each turbine shall be capable of
delivering a guaranteed output of not less than
33 MW (including 10% COL condition) at the
generator terminal when operated at a rated
head (150 m) and at the rated speed of 428.6
RPM. From this, we can conclude that the
existing unit output shall be uprated from 30
MW to 33 MW.
Further increase in output can’t be feasible
under existing site conditions/parameters which
will develop major abnormalities and risks to
the power plant. Please accept and confirm.

Yes
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Heading

Pre-Bid Queries

MePGCL Reply

Appendix 6 Scope of
works
and supply by the
Employer

Under Appendix 6, it’s mentioned that Land on lease basis
shall be given as applicable rates of MePGCL. Please
mention how much land area shall be provided, for what
purpose, where this land will be given (distance from power
house) and rent/year for same.
As per standard practice for RMU projects we request you
that guest house /furnished quarters, and the store shall be
provided to the contractor without any cost during the
execution of the contract. Please confirm.

The land is for your utilization
during the contract period
for making temporary shed,
site office, temporary store
etc. during the contract
period. The location of the
land is within 10 Kms from
power house.
No quest house/furnished
quarters will be provided.

2

3

Chapter VI/ List of
major equipment’s /
Control & Protection
System /2.7
Implementation
Schedule

Protection System

We understand that Shaft current Protection to be considered
in our bid.

Yes

As per the pre bid replies
dated 19th May 2022,
MePGCl will close the
intake gate of the tunnel.
However, if there is any
leakage, it will the
responsibility of the
Bidder to dewater the
same.

We understand that after closing the intake gate of the
tunnel, in case of any leakage from the gate it will be the
responsibility of MePGCL to carry out the sealing of same as
these comes under civil wing of MePGCL. Therefore,
contractor responsibility may be limited to dewater the
tunnel in case of no leakage after closing the intake gate.
Please also inform the existing condition of leakage after
closing of gate as this impact the overall work schedule also.

The leakage is minimal

